
Transforming 
Shattered Bonds:

Addressing Affairs and Attachment 
Injuries with EFT’s Attachment 

Injury Resolution Model

Super Early Bird Rate $350 before 11/2 (checks only) • Early Bird Until 2/8 $375 • Regular Rate $425

Register or learn more at coupleandfamilyinstitute.com

This two-day workshop is an advanced master 
class in Emotionally Focused Therapy designed 
to address the “never again” moments that can interfere 
in a couple’s healing process. These deep attachment 
injuries can surface as the content that never goes 
away, the apologies that never make the mark, the 
incidents that resurface again and again no matter 
how much time has gone by, or they may even go 
underground without ever being discussed. 

Dr. Sue Johnson and colleagues have developed and 
validated an elegant and comprehensive treatment 
approach to effectively help couples resolve these 
attachment injuries and transform bonds, shattered 
by breaches of trust into secure, lasting ones. Lorrie 
Brubacher, M.Ed, EFT Trainer, together with Dr. Lillian 

Buchanan have created a training program on this 
Attachment Injury Resolution Model (AIRM) .

The AIRM is a necessary part of every EFT therapist’s 
toolbox. Lorrie Brubacher will lead us through 
tracking and validating an attachment injury in Stage 
One, preparing for the Stage Two resolution process, 
and walk us through the steps and interventions of 
the AIRM with a mix of didactic, audiovisual, and 
experiential learning. Come join us in learning the 
roadmap for repairing relationships devastated 
by betrayal and bonds shattered by broken trust. 
A live consultation specific to an attachment 
injury is planned with a case 
presentation “in a live role play” 
as an alternative.

Lorrie Brubacher, M. Ed., LMFT, RMFT will be 
conducting this master class.  Lorrie is the founding 
Director of the Carolina Center for EFT and is a certified 
therapist, supervisor, and trainer in Emotionally Focused 
Therapy. She is author of Stepping into emotionally 
focused couple therapy: Key ingredients of change (2018) 
and has worked in private practice in couple and family 
therapy since 1989, currently practicing in Greensboro, 
NC and Winnipeg, Canada. Lorrie is the co-developer, 

with Dr. Lillian Buchanan, of the 
EFT interactive video training 
program on the Attachment Injury 
Resolution Model accessible at 
attachmentinjuryrepair.com.  
For additional information about 
Lorrie and her work, please see 
lbrubacher.com, carolinaeft.com and  
steppingintoeft.com.

Cancelation policy: Refunds for cancellation will be available until March 1, 2019 
(minus a $25 cancellation fee).  No refunds will be given after that date.

CE’s available for psychologists, LMHC’s, LICSW’s, LMFT’s.  
CE Fee of $25 payable online at registration or on site.

Presented by:

Friday and Saturday  •  March 29–30, 2019
Smith College Conference Center  •  51 College Lane, Northampton, MA  •  12 CE’s


